
1-Minute
Commenting

Course



Posting on
isn't enough.
You have to
comment too.

How do I know this?



LinkedIn features my
commenting strategy

around the world!

And as a
result...



I get 100-1,000
new followers
every day
(even on days I'm not posting)



Does my commenting
strategy work?      



Here's my 1-minute
crash course on     
     comments

with real examples



More comments =
more profile views

1

Whenever you comment on other
people's posts, you're "inviting"

others to visit your profile



But...

1

Focus on the quality of each and
every comment for maximum

engagement and exposure

Don't focus on the quantity of
comments you leave in 1 day

Why?



Comments are
"alternative" posts

2

1 daily post is only 1 daily interaction
with your followers and connections

1 daily
post

Every comment is a new interaction
with your followers and connections

Comment

Comment

Comment

Comment

Comment

#1 comment
hack???



Comment for an audience

3

Never comment for the author only 

Always comment for the author +
everyone else reading the post

Why?



Your comments also
appear in the feed
of your audience

4

You don't want to be known as yet
another "Hey, great post" person

Influence how others perceive you



How to write the
best comments
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Here are some ideas for you

Real examples



Personal advice
Share something you wish you

knew X months/years ago

5



5

Professional advice
Share something you normally
only share with paying clients



5

Before vs. After. Pros vs. Cons.

Comparisons



5

Could be a quote. Could be
advice. People      positivity!

Motivational



5

Also... have fun
A bit of humor never hurt nobody



Oh, use tags too!
LinkedIn secret: Most big creators
have their notifications disabled.
Tag them to get their attention.

And if you can...



Try to comment early

7

Create a "daily comment" list
Early comments get more views

Good comments get more reactions

Early + good = #1 comment on every post



Congrats! You're a
pro commenter now!

Hey Jay University

Craig Davis



And if you're
thinking    

But I don't have time to spend all
day on LinkedIn, commenting

on people's stuff!



Bonus | My actual
20-minutes-a-day
comment strategy:

Create alarms for
specific posting times
(3 minutes in advance)

3pm - Dina, Charles, Ryan - a larm at 2:57pm
9am - Matt, Ash, Roman - alarm at 8:57am

Open multiple        profiles
Comment 1st on every post
Log out > go about your day :)

Each "comment block"
takes only 5 minutes Do this multiple

times per day



Comment better
 
 

Connect better

The ultimate goal :)



Reshare
this post

It's the best thing you can do to
help others grow on LinkedIn

for more LinkedIn magic


